
6/14/21 

Schedule – HCNW Classes & Happenings 

 Track A Track B Track C Track D Track E 

 PERSONAL  
SKILLS 

ENSEMBLE  
SKILLS 

MUSICAL  
LEADERS 

ADMINISTRATIVE  
LEADERS 

THE  
LOUNGE 

Friday, 
7:00pm 

OPENING SESSION - Everyone is invited to “attend” our opening session.   During the session, Kurt Heinecke (co-creator of "VeggieTales"  

and studio musician) will be interviewed about making a difference in your community with music. 
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Practicing Like a Pro                                                          
Phil Grant 

Professionals approach their 
individual practice time in a 
very specific and disciplined 

way. In this class, you will learn 
many of their techniques; from 

the essential parts of skill-
building through to the fulfilling 

practice of developing your 
creativity, optimism, and 

humanity. 

Singer Stamina and  
Rediscovering Unity 

Kathleen Hansen                                                                  
What will it take to get our 

voices back in shape as we re-
emerge from this time apart? 
During this session, we will 
explore vocal exercises to 

rehabilitate and improve our 
voices. 

Make an Impact with  
Repertoire Selection 

Donny Rose                                                                               
Does the audience need to 

recognize any of your music?  
Does every song need to be 

difficult to be good?  Spend 60 
minutes and learn some 

repertoire selection tools for 
your barbershop group. 

Restarting the  
Marketing Machine                                   

Duncan Gilman                                                           
How will you reach audience 
members, inactive members, 

and potential new singers after 
a year on Zoom? This is your 
chance to hear directly from a 

panel of chorus marketing 
wizards, including the 

marketing team from Pride of 
Portland and Seattle Men's 

Chorus. 

 

Session 1  
Lounge 

Come hangout with others and 
talk with one of our weekend’s 

stars: 
 
                                                 

Mo Field 

 Friday Night 9:15pm  --Afterglow with Rob and Katie 
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Bel Canto  
Barbershop                               
Debra Lynn                                                                         

What if, all our singing 
struggles could be transformed 
by thinking of ourselves in new 
and paradigm-shifting ways? 
Join Debra, as she interacts 

with and walks you through the 
magic of You! 

Change the Tag                                                                      
Janice Wheeler                                                                                    

Learn strategies to change the 
tag to fit the skill of your 

singers.  If you have a tag you 
would like to change, feel free 
to send a copy of the tag and a 
description of changes desired 

to janicejfw@aol.com. 

Read the Mind of the 
Composer & Arranger 

Kevin Keller                                      
Imagine that when you choose 
a new piece of music, you can 
have a chat with the composer 

and the arranger as to what 
they had in mind.  Their 

answers are already there; we 
will figure out what they are 

telling us! 

Branding and Naming  
Your Mountain                                           

Paul Ellinger                                                                 
Determine the essence of any 
song and effectively share that 
idea with others, while allowing 

all of the ebbs and flows of 
performance, artistry, tempos, 
pathos and nuances to remain.  

Watch your performances 
become more focused, 

effective, and organic across 
the entire group. 

 

 
Session 2 
Lounge 

Come hangout with others and 
talk with one of our weekend’s 

stars: 
 

Raymond  Schwarzkopf 
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The Science  
Behind Singing                                   

Sandi Wright                            
Let's open the hood and take a 

close look at the mechanics 
(and miracle)  

of vocal folds so we can 
understand how to get the most 

out of each note we sing.   
 

Posting Like a Pro                                                                       
Dr. Phil Grant                                                                 

The post is one of the most 
thrilling elements of 

barbershop. In this session, 
you will learn how to develop a 
'hanger' that you can count on 

time and again. 

Rehearsal Techniques  
for Different  

Learning Styles                                                                                           
Jen Cooke                                                                                                                 

In this class, learners will 
explore different learning 

intelligences, needs specific to 
those styles, and tools that can 
be used to connect with each 

style. 

Grow Your Membership 
Today!                                     

Ed Gentz                                                                                                  
Your chorus is not growing, 

right?  Spend 60 minutes with 
Ed who has transformed his 

chapter with practical 
membership tips that really 

work... even during a 
pandemic. 

 
Session 3  
Lounge 

Come hangout with others and 
talk with one of our weekend’s 

stars: 
 

Ashley Wright 
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Swing for the 
 Very Afraid                          
Donny Rose                                                                       

Let's explore back beat, 
notation, and the foundation of 

swing.  Don’t beat yourself 
up… eveyone CAN swing! 

Why is That So Hard 
 to Sing?                            

Janice Wheeler                                                             
Your group is struggling with a 

new piece of music.   Let's 
learn how to analyze and 

adjust the arrangement to fit 
the singers you have, not the 

singers you wish you had. 

Getting Beyond  
The Scoresheets                                                     

Raymond  Schwarzkopf                                                          
You have worked at it, but 

might be frustrated – frustrated 
that the effort-to-reward ratio 
has been a bit meager, and 
you are still looking for the 

magic fix!?! Come with 
Raymond and explore the 

possibilities of another way that 
can actually get you beyond 

the scoresheets! 

Keep Them Coming Back!                                                                                  
Jen Cooke                                                                                            

Let's share best practices for a 
successful guest night, both in-

person and virtually. 

 

Session 4  
Lounge 

Come hangout with others and 
talk with one of our weekend’s 

stars: 
 

Bill Hickman 
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Why Do We Sing?                                                            
Sandi Wright                                                   

Our Voice.  It's our fingerprint.  
This is an uplifting and 

emotional look at what singing 
does for our psyche and why it 

is an important definition of 
who we are. 

Quartet Smarter, 
Not Harder 

Ashley Wright                                                             
Playing to your musical 
strengths: an empowering 
guide on how to select and 
customize an arrangement to fit 
the ensemble versus the 
ensemble to an arrangement. 

What Makes it 
Barbershop?                                                     
Steve Tramack                                                                                  

33% barbershop 7th chords?  
The circle of fifths?  Written 
between 1890 and 1930?  

What IS barbershop music?  
Let's learn! 

Super Charging  
Your Chapter                                 
Paul Ellinger                                                                                  

Learn a higly successful 
approach with groups growing 
from 24 to 51 MEMBERS in 
just SIX WEEKS... including 

right here in the Pacific 
Northwest. 

 

 
Session 5 
Lounge 

Come hangout with others and 
talk with one of our weekend’s 

stars: 
 

Amy Rose 
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Sing with Color  
and Texture 

Paul Ellinger                                                                                      
Allow vocal texturing to occur 
naturally, and how to move 
people with your voice like 

never before. 

Rehearsal Techniques for 
Older Singers                                                  

Donny Rose                                                                                                                
Are you teaching the same 
section of music, week after 

week?  Perhaps you are using 
the perfect strategy for 10-year-

olds, but not adults. 

Music Theory Prep 
Course for DCP 

Candidates                                                                                                         
Janice Wheeler                                                                     

SAI specific.  Review of 
principles of music theory and 
barbershop harmony to help 

DCP Candidates build 
competence and confidence in 

the Topics of Skill Area 9. 

The Truth About 
 Social Media 

Amy Rose                                                                      
"Only young people know how 
to use Facebook! We can sell 
out our show by posting every 
day the week before!"  If you or 
your marketing team members 
have said any of these things... 
you need this class! Join Amy 
Rose for a discussion about 
what social media can and 

cannot do for you. 

 

Session 6  
Lounge 

Come hangout with others and 
talk with one of our weekend’s 

stars: 
 

Kevin Keller 

Saturday, 
4:00pm 

CLOSING SESSION:  “More Authentic Barbershop Performances”  presented by Mo Field 

 Saturday 7:00pm  -  SATURDAY NIGHT SHOW 

 Friday 9:15pm  -  Friday Night Afterglow with Raymond and Lisa 

 


